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A fulvic acid-like substance participates in the pro-inflammatory 
effects of cigarette smoke and wood smoke particles

David H. Gonzalez1, Joleen M. Soukup2, Michael C. Madden2, Michael Hays2, Jon 
Berntsen3, Suzanne E. Paulson1, Andrew J. Ghio2

1Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of California at Los Angeles, CA 90095

2US Environmental Protection Agency, Research Triangle Park NC 27711

3TRC Environmental, Chapel Hill, NC 27599

Abstract

We tested the postulate that 1) a fulvic acid (FA)-like substance is included in cigarette smoke and 

wood smoke particle (WSP) and 2) cell exposure to this substance results in a disruption of iron 

homeostasis associated with a deficiency of the metal and an inflammatory response. The 

fluorescence excitation-emission matrix spectra of the water-soluble components of cigarette 

smoke condensate and WSP (Cig-WS and Wood-WS) approximated those for the standard 

reference materials, Suwanee River and Nordic fulvic acids (SRFA and NFA). Fourier transform 

infrared (FT-IR) spectra for the FA fraction of cigarette smoke and WSP (Cig-FA and Wood-FA), 

SRFA and NFA also revealed significant similarities (O-H bond in alcohols, phenols or 

carboxylates, C=O in ketones, aldehydes and carboxylates, and a significant carboxylate content). 

After exposure to Cig-WS and Wood-WS and the FA standards, iron was imported by respiratory 

epithelial cells reflecting a functional iron deficiency. The release of pro-inflammatory mediators 

interleukin (IL)-8 and IL-6 by respiratory epithelial cells also increased following exposures to 

Cig-WS, Wood-WS, SRFA, and NFA. Co-exposure of the respiratory epithelial cells with iron 

decreased supernatant concentrations of the ILs relative to exposures to Cig-WS, Wood-WS, 

SRFA and NFA alone. It is concluded that 1) FA-like substance is included in cigarette smoke and 

WSP and 2) respiratory epithelial cell exposure to this substance results in a disruption of iron 

homeostasis associated with both a cell deficiency of the metal and inflammatory response.
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Introduction

HUmic-LIke Substances (HULIS) are a mixture of water-soluble, complex, organic, 

macromolecular compounds that have been identified in fog, cloud water, biomass burning 

aerosol, wood smoke, and cigarette smoke.1–7 HULIS are thought to participate in the 

inhalation toxicity of cigarette smoke and wood smoke particle (WSP), but this role is not 

well defined.1,8,9 The toxic properties of HULIS may result from the high content of 

oxygenated functional groups (ketones, carboxylates and phenolates) that form stable 

complexes with transition metals, in particular with iron (Fe).1,8,10–12 HULIS is a 

component of cigarette smoke believed to be in the fraction that binds transition metals.13 

The ability of HULIS to chelate Fe has been associated with reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generation and functional deficiency of cellular Fe that leads to transcription factor 

activation and release of proinflammatory mediators and tissue injury.1,7,9,14 HULIS derived 

from biomass burning has been associated with significantly higher optical absorption and 

ROS activity in simulated lung fluids relative to HULIS formed from atmospheric 

processing.15

HULIS has also been identified in cigarette smoke and lung tissues of smokers, and has been 

shown to produce ROS, accumulate Fe, and induce collagen deposition, suggesting that Fe 

binding by these substances plays a role in lung injury after inhalation of particulate matter 

(PM).1 Cigarette smoke-derived HULIS introduced into the lungs of an animal model is 

phagocytosed and leads to an intracellular accumulation of Fe.1 Exposure of BEAS-2B 

(respiratory epithelial) cells to WSP increased cellular ROS generation, sequestration of 

mitochondrial Fe, mitogen-activated protein kinase activation, nuclear factor erythroid 2-

related factor 2 (NRF2) transcription activation, and release of interleukin (IL)-6 and IL-8 

proinflammatory mediators.9 These effects were considered the result of exposure to HULIS 

in the WSP; suggesting that HULIS in the lung complexes host cellular Fe causing a 

functional Fe deficiency and inducing a cascade of proinflammatory events that may 
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manifest as lung injury.9 HULIS mediated disruption of cellular Fe homeostasis was 

postulated to be a common pathway for pulmonary and systemic health effects arising from 

exposure to cigarette smoke, biomass burning aerosols, and ambient urban PM. These 

studies suggest an ability of HULIS to bind Fe and initiate detrimental health effects. 

Accordingly, some of the effects of cigarette smoke and WSP on human health can result 

from an inclusion of HULIS in both.

HULIS derives its name from its physical and chemical similarities to terrestrial and aquatic 

humic substances.4 Traditionally, soil humic substances have been extracted at alkaline pH 

to separate an insoluble material, referred to as humin. Acidification of the alkaline extract 

to pH 1 produces a precipitant that is defined as the humic acid (HA) fraction and the 

remaining supernatant is the fulvic acid (FA) fraction.4 Thus, the fractions of soil humic 

substances are operationally defined as humin (insoluble), HA (alkaline soluble) and FA 

(soluble at all pH values). A variety of gel permeation chromatography methods have been 

developed to remove inorganic impurities and concentrate fractions of humic substances.4 

Early studies on atmospheric HULIS have used alkaline extraction and gel permeation 

chromatography methods to study both the soluble and insoluble components.16–18 Recent 

studies have focused on the water-soluble fraction of ambient HULIS that, by definition, is 

more similar to FA.4

Spectroscopic characterization has revealed that HULIS shares numerous functional groups 

with HA and FA, including carboxylic and phenolic groups, but HULIS generally has 

weaker acid characteristics, lower molecular weight and aromaticity and higher aliphatic 

character.4,19 Fluorescence characterization of HULIS has been used to identify 

fluorophores that bear similarities to those in HA and FA.4,19 Two distinct excitation/

emission peaks (ex/em) have been identified in HULIS, a FA-like ex/em pair at 330–350 nm/

420–480 nm and a HA-like ex/em pair at 250–260 nm/380–480 nm.20 HULIS from PM and 

fog water have shorter wavelength fluorescence peaks when compared to soil humic 

substances.21,22 This has been attributed to a lower aromatic content and higher condensed 

conjugated bonds and aliphatic character in HULIS.21,22

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is a useful tool for characterizing HULIS as 

it reveals information on organic functional groups. HA, FA and HULIS all share several 

similar FT-IR peaks, yet differences in HULIS have been identified.4,19 Generally, these FT-

IR spectra reveal broad absorption peaks centered around 3300 cm−1 (O-H stretch from 

alcohols, phenols and carboxylic acids), 2960–2860 cm−1 (C-H stretch from aliphatic), 1720 

cm−1 (C=O stretch mostly from carboxylic acids), 1600–1660 cm−1 (C=C stretch from 

aromatics and C=O stretches from conjugated carbonyls), around 1400 cm−1 (a broad peak; 

C-H stretch aliphatics), and 1220 cm−1 (C=O stretch and O-H bending from carboxylates) 

and a pair of peaks ranging from 2970–2840 cm−1 and 3030 cm−1 (C-H stretch from 

aliphatics).18,22–24 However, HULIS samples have shown relatively strong discrete peaks at 

1589 cm−1, 1280 cm−1 and 863 cm−1, indicating organic nitrate groups (R-ONO2) that are 

not found in soil humic substances.24 These peaks have also been identified in humic 

substances.24 No standard HULIS material exists, but due to the similarity of functional 

groups, solubility and molecular weight several studies have used FA (usually Suwannee 

River Fulvic Acid; SRFA) as a HULIS surrogate.4,25,26
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In this work we tested the postulate that 1) a FA-like substance is included in cigarette 

smoke and WSP and 2) the FA-like substance in cigarette smoke and WSP participates in the 

biological effects following their exposure by disrupting cell iron homeostasis. We use 

fluorescence and FT-IR spectroscopy to characterize HULIS in the water-soluble fraction of 

cigarette smoke (Cig-WS), the water-soluble fraction of wood-smoke particle (Wood-WS) 

and SRFA. Using a traditional alkaline extraction method, we isolate the FA fraction of 

HULIS from cigarette smoke (Cig-FA) and wood-smoke particle (Wood-FA). We then use 

fluorescence and FT-IR spectroscopy to characterize Cig-FA and Wood-FA and compare it 

to their water-soluble counterparts and SRFA. Fluorescence excitation-emission matrix 

(EEM) and FT-IR spectroscopy are used to compare fluorophores and organic functional 

groups present among the different samples.

Experimental procedures

Materials.

All reagents were from Sigma Co. (St. Louis, MO) unless specified otherwise. SRFA 

(Standard II) and Nordic fulvic acid (NFA, reference) were obtained from the International 

Humic Substances Society (IHSS; St. Paul, MN).

Cigarette smoke condensate (CSC) was obtained from the Tobacco Health Research 

Institute, University of Kentucky. Preparation from the mainstream smoke from Kentucky 

Reference 1R1 cigarettes was automated and has been previously described.27 Water-soluble 

extract of cigarette smoke (Cig-WS) was prepared by agitating 10 mg CSC/1.0 mL Hank’s 

buffered saline solution (HBSS) for 2 hr, centrifugation of the suspension at 10000 G x 10 

minutes, and separating the supernatant.

WSP was generated by heating white oak wood on an electric heating element (Brinkmann 

Corporation, Dallas, TX) in a Quadrafire 3100 woodstove (Colville, WA). WSP was 

collected by bubbling the smoke through 100% ethanol. The resulting suspension was 

treated in both a SpeedVac Concentrator (Savant, Life Technologies Corporation, Grand 

Island, NY) and a lyophilizer (Labconco, Fort Scott, KS). The ratio of elemental to organic 

carbon in the final WSP was 0.004 ± 0.002 (Sunset Labs, Hillsborough, NC) suggesting 

elemental carbon comprises approximately 0.4% of the WSP. Diluted WSP was injected into 

a gas chromatograph (Gerstel Thermal Desorption System/Agilent 6890 equipped with an 

Agilent 5973 mass selective detector).28 Similar to prior studies, identifiable compounds 

included levoglucosan (25.3%, mass/mass), syringealdehyde (10.3%), 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy 

cinnamaldehyde (3.2%), 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxyacetophenone (1.7%), vanillin (0.8%), 

isoeugenol (0.6%), ethylguaiacol <0.1%), guaiacol (<0.1%), 2-methxoymethylphenol 

(<0.1%), eugenol (<0.1%), and propylguaiacol (<0.1%).29 A water-soluble extract of WSP 

(Wood-WS) was prepared by agitating 10 mg particle/1.0 mL HBSS for 2 hr, centrifugation 

of the suspension at 10000 G x 10 minutes and separating the supernatant.

To isolate the FA faction of cigarette smoke and WSP (Cig-FA and Wood-FA), the alkaline 

extraction procedure was used. Briefly, CSC and WSP were brought to pH 13 using 1 M 

NaOH and centrifuged at 10000 G x 10 minutes. The resulting supernatant was acidified to 

pH 1 using HCl and centrifuged at 10000 G x 10 minutes, separating the supernatant. The 
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resulting Cig-FA and Wood-FA was brought to a pH of 5.5–6.0 using 1 M NaOH and then 

stored in a freezer (0° C) until analysis.

Fluorescence and FT-IR Analysis of Materials.

Fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM) scans were performed on all samples using 

a Lumina Spectrometer, (Thermo Scientific). Fluorescence EEM spectra covering λex = 

250–700 nm and λem = 255–705 nm in 5 nm intervals at a scan speed of 60 nm/min were 

obtained. Fluorometer parameters included an ex/em slit size of 10 nm and an integration 

time of 10 ms. Fluorescence analysis was performed on the aqueous solutions of Cig-WS, 

Wood-WS, Cig-FA, Wood-FA and SRFA. In all fluorescence EEM spectra, the diagonal line 

across spectra is an instrument artifact due to Rayleigh scattering.30

FT-IR scans were performed on Cig-FA, Wood-FA and SRFA using a UATR Two FT-IR 

spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT). In order to minimize solvent interferences, Cig-

FA and Wood-FA samples were evaporated to dryness with a gentle stream of N2 at room 

temperature. SRFA was analyzed as a solid, as received from IHSS. NFA FT-IR data is 

provided by IHSS.

Cell culture.

BEAS-2B cells, an immortalized line of normal human bronchial epithelium, were 

employed for in vitro investigations. Cells were grown to 90–100% confluence on uncoated 

plastic twelve-well plates in keratinocyte growth medium (KGM; Clonetics, Walkersville, 

MD) which is essentially MCDB 153 medium supplemented with 5 ng/ml human epidermal 

growth factor, 5 mg/ml insulin, 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone, 0.15 mM calcium, bovine 

pituitary extract, 0.1 mM ethanolamine and 0.1 mM phosphoethanolamine. Using release of 

lactic dehydrogenase and trypan blue exclusion as endpoints, there was no significant 

cytotoxicity with 24 hr exposure to 100 μL Cig-WS, 100 μL Wood-WS, 100 μg/mL SRFA, 

and 100 μg/mL NFA.

Cell iron concentrations.

BEAS-2B cells were exposed to 100 μL Cig-WS, 100 μL Wood-WS, 100 μg/mL SRFA, or 

100 μg/mL NFA in media for 4 hr. After removal of the Cig-WS, Wood-WS, SRFA, and 

NFA, the media was replaced, and cells were exposed to 200 μM ferric ammonium citrate 

(FAC) for 4 hr incubation. After completion of the incubation, the media was removed and 

the cells were washed with HBSS and scraped into 1.0 mL 3 N HCl/10% trichloroacetic acid 

(TCA). After hydrolysis at 70° C for 24 hr with precipitation of heme in the 10% TCA, iron 

(non-heme) concentration in the supernatant was determined at λ=238.204 nm using 

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICPOES; Model Optima 4300D, 

Perkin Elmer).

Cell ferritin concentrations.

BEAS-2B cells were exposed to 100 μL Cig-WS, 100 μL Wood-WS, 100 μg/mL SRFA, or 

100 μg/mL NFA in media for 4 hr. FAC was added to a final concentration of 200 μM and 

the incubation continued for 24 hr. After the media was removed, cells were washed with 

HBSS, scraped into 1.0 mL HBSS, and disrupted using five passes through a gauge 25 
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needle. The concentrations of ferritin in the lysates were quantified using an 

immunoturbidimetric assay (Kamiya Biomedical Company, Seattle, WA).

IL-6 and IL-8 release.

BEAS-2B cells were exposed to 100 μL Cig-WS, 100 μL Wood-WS, 100 μg/mL SRFA, or 

100 μg/mL NFA in media for 4 hr. FAC was added to a final concentration of 200 μM and 

the incubation continued for 24 hr. IL-6 and IL-8 concentrations in cell media were 

measured using enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) methodology (R&D Systems, 

Minneapolis, MN).

Statistics.

Data are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation (SD) unless specified otherwise. The 

minimum number of replicates for all cellular and protein measurements was nine unless 

specified otherwise. Differences between multiple groups were compared using one-way 

analysis of variance; the post-hoc test employed was Tukey’s range test. Two-tailed tests of 

significance were employed. Significance was assumed at p < 05.

Results

Fluorescence EEM spectra.

Figure 1 shows the fluorescence EEM spectra of 30 μg/mL aqueous SRFA and NFA. SRFA 

shows two distinct fluorescence peaks centered at ex/em = (325–350) nm/(460–465) nm and 

ex/em = (320–325) nm/420 nm. NFA has markedly different EEM features than SRFA, with 

two distinct fluorescence peaks centered at ex/em = 410 nm/(470–475) nm and ex/em 455 

nm/(500–545) nm. The reasons for this are not known.

The fluorescence EEM spectrum of Cig-WS and the Cig-FA are shown in Figure 2. Cig-WS 

was diluted to a final concentration of 5.4 μg/mL to avoid signal saturation and related red 

shifting of fluorescence contours. Cig-FA was diluted by 100×, but the mass concentration 

of Cig-FA is not known. Both Cig-WS and Cig-FA have very similar fluorescence EEM, 

with two sets of distinct peaks at ex/em = (340–355) nm/460 nm and ex/em = (325–350) nm/

(415–420) nm. These peaks are similar to the fluorescence peaks observed for SRFA EEM 

(Fig. 1). This indicates that the bulk if not all of Cig-WS is composed of Cig-FA with 

fluorophores resembling those of SRFA. However, both Cig-WS and Cig-FA EEMs (Fig. 2) 

have contours stretching into lower wavelengths, features not observed in SRFA EEM.

The fluorescence EEM spectra for 5.4 μg/mL Wood-WS and Wood-FA are shown in Figure 

3. Wood-FA was diluted by 50×, but the mass concentration is not known. The fluorescence 

EEM of Wood-WS and Wood-FA show strikingly different features (Figure 3). Wood-WS 

exhibits two peaks at ex/em = 410 nm/465 nm and ex/em = 455 nm/(515–550) nm, nearly 

identical to fluorescence features of NFA (Figure 1). The Wood-FA fraction shows two 

distinct peaks at ex/em = (320–350) nm/(405–420) nm and ex/em = 345–355 nm/(460–465) 

nm that resemble those of SRFA, Cig-WS and Cig-FA. The differences in EEM features 

indicate that the dominant fluorophores in Wood-WS are markedly different than the Wood-

FA fraction. Interestingly, the Wood-FA fraction shows a third distinct peak centered at 
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ex/em = 275 nm/(300–320) nm not observed in Cig-WS, Cig-FA, SRFA or NFA. This could 

be due to the presence of single oxygenated aromatic molecules, such as phenols and 

methoxyphenols, that are commonly associated with the water-soluble fraction of WSP.29 

Interestingly, none of the EEM exhibited the commonly reported HA-like ex/em pair at 250–

260 nm/380–480 nm.20

FT-IR spectra.

FT-IR spectra of solid Cig-FA, Wood-FA and SRFA are shown in Figures 4A and 4B. 

Common FT-IR absorbances and functional groups between Cig-FA, Wood-FA, SRFA, NFA 

are summarized in Table 1. All FT-IR spectra exhibit several striking similarities. All 

samples have a broad peak near 3300–3400 cm−1 indicating O-H stretching in alcohols, 

phenols or carboxylates. Peaks centered near 2938–2975 cm−1 indicate C-H stretching from 

aliphatic groups. Another infrared absorption of interest is the peak at 1707–1727 cm−1 

characteristic of C=O stretching from carboxylates and to a lesser degree ketones and 

aldehydes.22,24 All samples have somewhat broad peaks centered around 1615 cm−1 

indicating C=C stretching in aromatic rings and C=O stretches in conjugated carbonyl 

systems. However, Cig-FA has a discrete sharp peak at 1639 cm−1 that somewhat overlaps 

with a broader peak around 1615 cm−1 (Figure 4A). This could be due to organic nitrates (R-

ONO2) that absorb in the same region but typically have sharp and discrete peaks.31 Cig-FA, 

SRFA and NFA all exhibit broad peaks centered near 1388–1403 cm−1 indicating C-H 

bending from aliphatic groups (Figure 4B); interestingly, this feature was absent in Wood-

FA spectra. All samples have broad peaks centered near 1195–1211 cm−1 that have been 

attributed to C=O stretching and OH bending from carboxylic acids (Figure 4B) (Kristensen 

et al., 2015). These FT-IR features of Cig-FA and Wood-FA are consistent with spectra of 

HULIS isolated from ambient PM,24 CSC,4 and water-soluble organic fraction of PM 

extracts.4,18,21,32 However, both Cig-FA and Wood-FA have peaks that are not seen in SRFA 

and NFA. Both Cig-FA and Wood-FA have discrete peaks near 1512 cm−1 may indicate 

aromatic nitro compounds (C-NO2).31 Cig-FA shows a discrete peak near 1561 cm−1 that 

may indicate N-O stretching in organic nitro compounds (R-NO2), although this peak is not 

seen in Wood-FA. Peaks centered near 1460 cm−1 are associated with C-H bonds from 

aliphatic groups. One peak centered near 1105 cm−1 indicates C-O bonds from aliphatic 

ethers (Figure 4B). The peaks centered near 1460 cm−1 and 1105 cm−1, are not seen in 

SRFA and are consistent with the more aliphatic character observed in HULIS.4,19 The peak 

at 1045 cm−1 indicates C-OH bond from primary alcohols and has been observed in urban 

HULIS.33 The Cig-FA spectrum also shows a discrete sharp peak around 815 cm−1 that 

might be attributed to organic nitrates (RONO2) and inorganic nitrates.33 Cig-FA and Wood-

FA fractions contain significant amounts of HULIS-bearing functional groups similar to 

SRFA and NFA, but with more aliphatic, organic nitro and nitrate character.

Biological effects of HULIS.

HULIS demonstrate a capacity to complex and accumulate metals, including iron. 

Respiratory epithelial cells exposed to the water-soluble fractions of both CSC and WSP as 

well as the standard FAs revealed an increased import of iron (Figure 5). Quantification of 

ferritin confirmed that the elevated iron concentrations following exposures to Cig-WS, 
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Wood-WS, SRFA, and NFA was intracellular with increases in the concentration of the 

storage protein (Figure 6).

The impact of cell exposures to CSC-WS, WSP-WS, SRFA, and NFA on release of pro-

inflammatory mediators was quantified. Incubation of BEAS-2B cells with FAC alone either 

had no effect or slightly decreased cytokine release at 24 hours. IL-8 and IL-6 release by 

respiratory epithelial cells was increased following exposures to CSC-WS, WSP-WS, and 

the standard fulvic acids (Figures 7A–D and 8A–D). However, co-exposure of the 

respiratory epithelial cells with FAC with CSC-WS, WSP-WS, SRFA, and NFA significantly 

decreased supernatant concentrations of the interleukin relative to exposures to CSC-WS, 

WSP-WS, and the standard fulvic acids alone (Figures 7A–D and 8A–8D).

Discussion

Both fluorescence EEM spectra and FT-IR demonstrate strong similarities between a 

component of the water-soluble extracts of both CSC and WSP and two standard fulvic 

acids (SRFA and NFA). This is consistent with prior results showing HULIS, including a 

FA-like substance, in CSC and ambient air particles.4,8 The fluorescence spectra of Cig-WS 

and Cig-FA demonstrated contours stretching into lower wavelengths relative to the spectra 

of SRFA. Dissimilarities could be due to the presence of lower molecular weight substances 

with less aromaticity and unsaturated bonds, consistent with observations of ambient HULIS 

extracts.21,22 These FT-IR features of Cig-FA and Wood-FA are consistent with spectra of 

HULIS isolated from ambient PM,24 CSC,4 and water-soluble organic fraction of PM 

extracts.18,21,32

HULIS demonstrates a capacity to complex and accumulate metals, including iron. 

Respiratory epithelial cells exposed to the water-soluble fractions of both CSC and WSP and 

the standard fulvic acids revealed an increased import of iron. Quantification of ferritin 

confirmed that the iron was intracellular with increases in the concentration of the storage 

protein following exposures to CSC-WS, WSP-WS, SRFA, and NFA. In the lungs of 

smokers exposed to cigarette smoke particle, the concentration of iron has been shown to 

increase.34 A brownish-black material with solubility properties and composition similar to 

HULIS can be isolated from the lungs of smokers.35 Subsequently, it is proposed that 

cigarette smoke particles introduce HULIS into the human lung where it complexes metals 

available in the lower respiratory tract to subsequently disrupt iron homeostasis. In air 

pollution particles, including WSP, characterization revealed the presence of functional 

groups with a capacity to complex metals.6 FT-IR shows a marked resemblance to material 

isolated from both CSC and air pollution particles to HULIS.8,35 The quantity of HULIS 

isolated from the air pollution particles correlated with the concentrations of included metal.
8 In the respiratory tract, ambient air PM has consistently demonstrated a capacity to 

accumulate iron from available cell sources reflecting the particle surface’s ability to 

complex host iron.9 FA-like substance in HULIS can be endocytosed. After it is moved 

intracellularly, cell sources of iron can be complexed by carboxylic and phenolic groups 

included in the FA. Despite no change in iron, the cell is deficient in available metal. 

Subsequently, the metal will be imported to meet the demands of the FA and the cell. A new 
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equilibrium is attained with higher concentrations of cell iron. Some portion of this 

increased metal is stored in ferritin and cell levels of this storage protein also increase.

The response to exposures to the water-soluble components of CSC and WSP included a 

release of pro-inflammatory mediators IL-6 and IL-8, a result that has been observed earlier 

with metal deficiency following cell exposures to chelators.36–38 The observation that iron 

alone, as well as metal in combination with FA and FA-like substances in CSC, WSP, SRFA 

and NFA. resulted in lower or similar levels of pro-inflammatory mediators compared to the 

media alone or the FA-like substances alone suggests that the oxidant generation from free 

or complexed metal is not responsible for the response.

Endogenous iron, essential for host function, can be complexed by a polyanionic particle 

surface.39 Comparable to other compounds with a capacity to appropriate cell iron, the 

response to the functional metal deficiency will include oxidative stress, cell signaling, 

transcription factor activation, and release of pro-inflammatory mediators.36–44 This 

response can be observed following human exposure to PM which contains carbonaceous 

compounds.1,45 The sequestration of iron and an associated deficiency of cell metal after 

exposure to the standard FA and FA-like substance in cigarette smoke and WSP can initiate 

pathways leading to injury and disease.46–52 Exposure to other xenobiotic agents with an 

equivalent capacity to coordinate metal cations impacts a comparable inflammatory and 

fibrotic injury in humans.53–55 The spectrum of lung disease following smoking and air 

pollution particle exposure is wide and includes inflammatory injuries; these are proposed to 

be associated with a functional deficiency of iron resulting after sequestration of host cell 

metal by the HULIS including FA.7 Exposures to both cigarette smoke and wood smoke also 

increase the risk for lung fibrosis.56–58 These associations between 1) smoking and 

exposures to air pollution particles and wood smoke and 2) inflammatory and fibrotic lung 

injuries are comparable to other exposures to other xenobiotic agents with an equivalent 

capacity to coordinate metal cations.

The observation of a FA-like substance in CSC-WS and WSP-WS has a specific 

significance. As a result of their water-solubility, FA-like substances in CSC and WSP are 

anticipated to permeate the blood vessels to be distributed systemically. The capacity of 

these substances to initiate iron sequestration in cells and tissues will impact oxidative stress, 

signaling, transcription factor activation, release of pro-inflammatory mediators, apoptosis, 

inflammation, and fibrosis in exposed cells and tissues predicting a capacity of cigarette 

smoke particle and WSP to initiate extra-pulmonary disease. Subsequently, it is possible that 

the systemic effects of smoking and WSP (e.g. coronary artery disease and cerebrovascular 

disease) can be explained by a systemic distribution of a FA-like substance included in the 

cigarette and WSP.

Conclusions

It is concluded that 1) FA-like substance is included in cigarette smoke and WSP and 2) 

respiratory epithelial cell exposure to this substance results in a disruption of iron 

homeostasis associated with both a cell deficiency of the metal and inflammatory response. 

The observation of a FA-like substance in Cig-WS and Wood-WS has a specific 
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significance. As a result of their water-solubility, FA-like substance in cigarette smoke and 

WSP is anticipated to permeate the blood vessels to be distributed systemically. The capacity 

of this substance to initiate iron sequestration in cells and tissues will impact oxidative 

stress, signaling, transcription factor activation, release of pro-inflammatory mediators, 

apoptosis, inflammation, and fibrosis in exposed cells and tissues predicting a capacity of 

cigarette smoke and WSP to initiate extra-pulmonary disease. Subsequently, it is possible 

that the systemic effects of smoking and WSP (e.g. coronary artery disease and 

cerebrovascular disease) can be explained by a systemic distribution of a FA-like substance 

included in the cigarette smoke and WSP.
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Abbreviations

CFC Cigarette smoke condensate

Cig-FA Fulvic acid fraction of cigarette smoke

Cig-WS Water-soluble components of cigarette smoke

EEM Excitation-emission matrix

ELISA Enzyme linked immunosorbent assay

FA Fulvic acid

FAC Ferric ammonium citrate

FT-IR Fourier transform infrared

HA Humic acid

HBSS Hank’s buffered saline solution

ICPOES Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy

IL Interleukin

IHSS International Humic Substances Society

KGM Keratinocyte growth medium

NFA Nordic fulvic acid

NRF2 Nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2

PM Particulate matter
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ROS Reactive oxygen species

SRFA Suwanee River fulvic acid

TCA Trichloroacetic acid

Wood-FA Fulvic acid fraction of wood smoke particle

Wood-WS Water-soluble components of wood smoke particle

WSP Wood smoke particle
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Figure 1. 
Fluorescence EEM of SRFA (Standard II) (left) and NFA (right) in H2O (pH 5.5).
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Figure 2. 
Fluorescence EEM of Cig-WS (left) and Cig-FA (right).
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Figure 3. 
Fluorescence EEM of Wood-WS (left) and Wood-FA (right).
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Figure 4. 
FTIR Spectra of Wood-FA, Cig-FA, and SRFA.
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Figure 5. 
Cell non-heme iron concentrations following 4 hr exposures of BEAS-2B cells to media, 

200 μM FAC, 100 μL Cig-WS, and both Cig-WS and FAC (A). Exposure to FAC increased 

cell non-heme iron but co-exposure of Cig-WS with FAC was associated with significantly 

increased non-heme iron concentrations. Similarly, co-exposures of 100 μL Wood-WS (B), 

100 μg/mL SRFA (C), and 100 μg/mL NFA (D) with FAC significantly elevated cell non-

heme iron concentrations.

* indicates a significant increase relative to exposure of BEAS-2B cells to media only while

** indicates a significant increase relative to all other exposures.
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Figure 6. 
Cell ferritin concentrations following 24 hr exposures of BEAS-2B cells to media, 200 μM 

FAC, 100 μL Cig-WS, and both Cig-WS and FAC (A). Exposures to FAC only and Cig-WS 

only both increased cell ferritin levels but co-exposure of Cig-WS with FAC was associated 

with significantly increased cell ferritin concentrations. Similarly, co-exposures of 100 μL 

Wood-WS (B), 100 μg/mL SRFA (C), and 100 μg/mL NFA (D) with FAC significantly 

elevated cell ferritin concentrations. Unlike incubations with Cig-WS only (A) and Wood-

WS only (B), those with SRFA only (C) and NFA only (D) did not impact cell ferritin.

* indicates a significant increase relative to exposure of BEAS-2B cells to media only while

** indicates a significant increase relative to all other exposures.
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Figure 7. 
Release of IL-8 after 24 hr exposure of BEAS-2B cells to Cig-WS (A), Wood-WS (B), 

SRFA (C), and NFA (D) with and without FAC included in the incubation. Exposure to Cig-

WS, Wood-WS, SRFA, and NFA all significantly increased the release of IL-8 and IL-6. 

FAC treatment significantly diminished this response.

* indicates a significant increase relative to all other exposures, and ** indicates a significant 

increase relative to media exposure.
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Figure 8. 
Release of IL-6 after 24 hr exposure of BEAS-2B cells to Cig-WS (A), Wood-WS (B), 

SRFA (C), and NFA (D) with and without FAC included in the incubation. Exposure to Cig-

WS, Wood-WS, SRFA, and NFA all significantly increased the release of IL-8 and IL-6. 

FAC treatment significantly decreased this response.

* indicates a significant increase relative to all other exposures, and ** indicates a significant 

increase relative to media exposure
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Table 1.

Summary of common FTIR peaks among samples.

SRFA Nordic FA* Cig-FA Wood-FA Bond Functional Group

3308 3398 3280 3333 O-H Alcohols, phenols, carboxylic acids

2938 2975 2937 2950 C-H Aliphatic

1707 1723 1715 1720 C=O Carboxylic acids, ketones, aldehydes

1620 1620 1639 1611 C=C
C=O

Aromatic and conjugated systems

1398 1388 1403 C-H Alkane

1195 1208 1204 1211 C-O Esters
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